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Abstract
An ovoid of a dual polar space D is a set of points meeting every line of D in exactly one
point. In this paper, we consider the dual DWð5; qÞ of the polar space Wð5; qÞ associated to a
non-degenerate alternating form of Vð6; qÞ; proving that no ovoids exist in DWð5; qÞ:
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1. Introduction
We recall that a dual polar space of rank nX3 is the dual DðSÞ of a non-
degenerate (but possibly non-thick) polar space S of rank n: In the perspective of
diagram geometry, switching fromS to DðSÞ simply amounts to choosing different
names for the elements of the geometry S; giving the singular subspaces of S of
( projective) dimension n  1; n  2; n  3;y the types 0; 1; 2;y: The elements of
DðSÞ of type 0, 1 and 2 are called points, lines and quads, respectively. If S admits
orders ðt; t;y; t; sÞ; then ðs; t;y; tÞ is the sequence of orders of DðSÞ:
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Needless to say, a dual polar space can also be regarded as a point-line geometry.
In this perspective, dual polar spaces of rank n are near 2n-gons, namely partial
linear spaces where the collinearity graph has diameter equal to n and, for every line l
and every point x; there is a unique point of l nearest x: Also, quads can be
characterized as convex closures of pairs of points at mutual distance 2. Basic
properties of near polygons will be freely used throughout this paper. We refer to
Shult and Yanushka [5] and Brouwer and Wilbrink [2] for them.
Given a dual polar space D; an ovoid of D is a subset O of the point-set of D with
the property that every line of D meets O in exactly one point. In other words, O is a
geometric hyperplane of D and Q-O is an ovoid of Q; for every quad Q of D:
Throughout this paper D has rank n ¼ 3 and ﬁnite orders s; t; t; with s41: If t ¼ 1
then quads are grids. Otherwise, they are classical generalized quadrangles of order
ðs; tÞ: It is well known that a ﬁnite classical generalized quadrangle Q of order ðs; tÞ
admits an ovoid if and only if either s ¼ t ¼ q and QDQð4; qÞ (the non-singular
quadric of PGð4; qÞ; associated to a non-singular quadratic form of Vð5; qÞ) or
s ¼ q2; t ¼ q and QDHð3; q2Þ (the non-degenerate hermitian variety of PGð3; q2Þ).
Accordingly, D can only be one of the following:
(1) The dual DWð5; qÞ of the polar space Wð5; qÞ associated with a non-degenerate
alternating form of Vð6; qÞ: (In this case, s ¼ t ¼ q:)
(2) The dual DQð7; qÞ of the polar space Qð7; qÞ associated with a non-singular
quadratic form of Witt index 3 in Vð8; qÞ: (Here, t ¼ q and s ¼ q2:)
(3) The Hamming cube Hamð3; sÞ with S3 as the point-set, for a set S of size
jSj ¼ s þ 1: (In this case, t ¼ 1:)
Ovoids exist when D ¼ Hamð3; sÞ: Indeed, given four elements a; b; c; d of the ring
Zsþ1; if a; b and c are invertible, then the complete solution of the equation ax þ
by þ cz ¼ d is an ovoid of Hamð3; sÞ: On the other hand, some conditions necessary
for the existence of ovoids in D when t41; obtained by Shpectorov and the second
author of this paper [4, Proposition 1.4], suggest the conjecture that no ovoids exist
in that case. The following result, reported in [4, Proposition 2.8] but due to Shult
(and Thas, independently, as we have learned from one of the referees) is the earliest
contribution to the proof of that conjecture:
Theorem 1 (Shult, Thas). If DWð5; qÞ admits an ovoid, then q is odd.
We take one more step forward in this paper, proving the following:
Theorem 2. No ovoids exist in DWð5; qÞ:
Henceforth, D stands for DWð5; qÞ: In view of Theorem 1, we assume that q is
odd. We shall pick a pointN of D and, denoting by D the collinearity graph of D;
we will focus on the graph G induced by D on the set D3ðNÞ of the points at maximal
distance from N: Several properties of G are studied in Section 2 of this paper.
Theorem 2 will be proved in Section 3.
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2. Properties of the graph C
2.1. Notation and terminology
As stated at the end of the introduction, D ¼ DWð5; qÞ with q odd, D is the
collinearity graph of D;N is a distinguished point of D and G is the graph induced
by D on D3ðNÞ: Henceforth, we put P ¼ D3ðNÞ and we denote the adjacency
relation of G by B:
The set Dp2ðNÞ of the points of D at distance at most 2 from N is a
geometric hyperplane of D: We denote by G its complement in D: Namely, G is the
geometry obtained from D by removing all points of Dp2ðNÞ; all quads containing
N and all lines contained in some of those quads. Clearly, G is the collinearity graph
of G:
As D is a near-hexagon, the maximal cliques of D are the lines of D: Accordingly,
the maximal cliques of G are the lines of G: We call them affine lines. Clearly, every
afﬁne line has q points and every point xAP belongs to q2 þ q þ 1 afﬁne lines.
We will also consider an overgraph Y of G; with the same vertex-set P as G but
adjacency relation deﬁned as follows: two points x; yAP are adjacent inY if and only
if dðx; yÞp2; where dðx; yÞ is the distance from x to y in G:
2.2. Elementary properties of D
We ﬁrst state a couple of elementary but useful lemmas about D: We will turn to G
and Y in the next subsection.
Lemma 2.1. We have jD1ðNÞj ¼ ðq2 þ q þ 1Þq; jD2ðNÞj ¼ ðq2 þ q þ 1Þq3 and
jD3ðNÞj ¼ q6: Moreover, the q2 þ q þ 1 lines of D through N induce on D1ðNÞ a
partition in q2 þ q þ 1 sets of size q, and the q2 þ q þ 1 quads of D on N induce on
D2ðNÞ a partition in q2 þ q þ 1 sets of size q3:
Proof. The claims on D1ðNÞ are obvious. Turning to D2ðNÞ; note that, for every
point xAD2ðNÞ; the pair fx;Ng in contained in exactly one quad of D and every
quad of D onN contributes q3 points of D2ðNÞ: As there are q2 þ q þ 1 quads on
N; we obtain jD2ðNÞj ¼ ðq2 þ q þ 1Þq3: Therefore jD3ðNÞj ¼ q6; since D has ðq3 þ
1Þðq2 þ 1Þðq þ 1Þ points. &
The property stated in the next lemma is the dual of a well-known property of
polar spaces (see Tits [8, 7.1, axiom (P3)]. In the sequel, we will freely use to it with
no explicit reference.
Lemma 2.2. Let Q be a quad of D with NeQ: Then Q-D1ðNÞ is a point and
Q-D2ðNÞ is the set of points of Q collinear with the point Q-D1ðNÞ but different
from it.
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2.3. The distribution diagram of G
In the sequel, Symð3; qÞ stands for the symmetric bilinear form graph on Vð3; qÞ:
As the bilinear forms on Vð3; qÞ bijectively correspond to the ð3
 3Þ-matrices over
GFðqÞ; we may take the set SMð3; qÞ of symmetric ð3
 3Þ-matrices over GFðqÞ as
the vertex-set of Symð3; qÞ; two matrices A; BASMð3; qÞ being adjacent in Symð3; qÞ
precisely when rankðA  BÞ ¼ 1: We recall that Symð3; qÞ is a subgraph of the graph
Quadð3; qÞ of quadratic forms over GFðqÞ: The latter has the same vertices as
Symð3; qÞ (recall that q is odd) but adjacency relation deﬁned as follows: A and B are
adjacent in Quadð3; qÞ when rankðA  BÞp2:
Lemma 2.3. (1) For A; BASMð3; qÞ; rankðA  BÞ is the distance from A to B in
Symð3; qÞ:
(2) The maximal cliques of Symð3; qÞ are the subsets of SMð3; qÞ of the following
form: fA þ tBgtAGFðqÞ for A; BASMð3; qÞ with rankðBÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. See Brouwer et al. [1, Section 9.5.9] for the ﬁrst claim. The second claim is
straightforward. &
Proposition 2.4. GDSymð3; qÞ and every isomorphism from Symð3; qÞ to G induces an
isomorphism from Quadð3; qÞ to Y:
Proof. See Brouwer et al. [1, Proposition 9.5.10] for the isomorphism GDSymð3; qÞ:
The isomorphism YDQuadð3; qÞ follows from this and claim (1) of Lemma 2.3. &
One can ﬁnd detailed information about Symð3; qÞ for q even in [1], but not what
we require here in the case of q odd. The next proposition supplies the information
we need in this paper. Actually, it contains more than we really need, but we have
preferred to offer the reader a statement as complete as possible.
Proposition 2.5. The graph G has the following distribution diagram:
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Moreover, all the following hold:
(1) The affine lines through a point yAGþ2 ðxÞ are partioned in three sets A, B and C of
size 2, q2 and q  1; respectively. If lAA; then lDGþ2 ðxÞ: If lAB; then jl-G3ðxÞj ¼
q  1: If lAC; then jl-G1ðxÞj ¼ 1 and jl-Gþ2 ðxÞj ¼ jl-G2 ðxÞj ¼ ðq  1Þ=2:
(2) The affine lines through a point yAG2 ðxÞ are partioned in two sets B and C of size
q2 and, respectivley, q þ 1: If lAB; then jl-G3ðxÞj ¼ q  1: If lAC; then
jl-G1ðxÞj ¼ 1 and jl-Gþ2 ðxÞj ¼ jl-G2 ðxÞj ¼ ðq  1Þ=2:
(3) The affine lines through a point yAG3ðxÞ are partioned in three sets A; Cþ and C
of size q þ 1; ðq þ 1Þq=2 and ðq  1Þq=2; respectively. The affine lines of A are
entirely contained in G3ðxÞ: If lACe for eAfþ;g; then G3ðxÞ contains q  1 points
of l, whereas the remaining point of l belongs to Ge2ðxÞ:
(4) The affine lines through a point yAG1ðxÞ are partioned in two sets B and C, of size
q2 þ q and 1. If lAB; then l-G1ðxÞ ¼ fyg whereas jl-Gþ2 ðxÞj ¼ jl-G2 ðxÞj ¼
ðq  1Þ=2: On the other hand, the unique affine line of C joins x with y. All points of
that line apart from x belong to G1ðxÞ:
(5) For yAG3ðxÞ; the q2 þ q þ 1 affine lines through x are partioned in two sets A and
B such that jAj ¼ q þ 1; jBj ¼ q2; l-G2ð yÞ ¼ | for every line lAA and
jl-G2ð yÞj ¼ 1 for every lAB: Moreover, the affine lines of A form a conic in
the projective plane ResGðxÞ:
Proof. In view of the isomorphism GDSymð3; qÞ; we can make all computations in
Symð3; qÞ: Moreover SMð3; qÞ; regarded as an additive group, acts regularly on itself
(Cayley action). So, we may assume that x is the null matrix 0. Accordingly, by
Lemma 2.3(1), GiðxÞ is the set of matrices of rank i; for i ¼ 1; 2; 3: The set G2ðxÞ is
partitioned in two subsets Gþ2 ðxÞ and G2 ðxÞ; where Gþ2 ðxÞ (respectively, G2 ðxÞ)
contains the matrices MAG2ðxÞ such that the associated bilinear form has Witt index
2 (respectively, 1). Most of the statements collected in the lemma now follow from
routine calculations with matrices. The rest can be obtained by easy combinatorial
arguments, for example, by counting in two ways or by application of properties of
G inherited from the near-hexagon D: We leave the details to the reader. We only
note that, as x ¼ 0; fxg; G1ðxÞ; Gþ2 ðxÞ; G2 ðxÞ and G3ðxÞ are the orbits of the group
GLð3; qÞ in its adjoint action on SMð3; qÞ; where MA ¼ AtMA for MASMð3; qÞ and
AAGLð3; qÞ: Moreover, GLð3; qÞ acts 2-transitively on G1ðxÞ: The action of GLð3; qÞ
is useful in simplifying some calculations, letting us choose a simplest matrix in each
orbit, basing our computations on it. &
Remark. The graph Quadð3; qÞ is strongly regular with parameters as follows (see
[1, Theorem 9.6.3]):
k ¼ q5 þ q3  q2  1; l ¼ q4 þ q3  q2  2; m ¼ q4 þ q2
In view of the isomorphism YDQuadð3; qÞ; the same holds for Y:
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2.4. Cliques of Y and cocliques of Y and G
Maximal cliques of Quadðn; qÞ (q odd, nX3) have been classiﬁed by Hammeter
and Woldar in [3], where they prove that, if K is a maximal clique of Quadðn; qÞ
of size jKjXq þ 4 and q43; then K belongs to one of four families of maximal
cliques, called grand, cubic, quadratic and linear cliques, of size qn; q3; q2 þ 1 and,
respectively, 3q  e (where eAf0; 1; 2; 3; 5g). When q ¼ 3 and jK j4q2 þ q þ 2; then K
is either grand or linear.
Only grand and cubic cliques will play a role in this paper. So, we will only
describe them, phrasing our descriptions for the graph YDQuadð3; qÞ: We also split
the family of grand cliques in two subfamilies.
(Grand cliques of Type 1): K ¼ f pKg,G1ð pKÞ for a point pKAP; which we call the
pole of K : Clearly, K is the union of the q2 þ q þ 1 afﬁne lines through pK : Hence
jK j ¼ 1þ ðq2 þ q þ 1Þðq  1Þ ¼ q3:
(Grand cliques of Type 2): K ¼ D1ð pKÞ-P for a point pKAD2ðNÞ; called the
virtual pole of K : In this case, K is the union of q2 mutually disjoint afﬁne lines. So,
jK j ¼ q3:
(Cubic cliques): K ¼ QK-P for QK a quad of G; namely a quad ofD withNeQK :
We call QK the support of K: Again, jK j ¼ q3:
Turning to cocliques, we ﬁrstly state the following:
Lemma 2.6. Every coclique of Y has size at most q3:
Proof. Let C be a coclique of Y: Then, G1ðxÞ-G1ð yÞ ¼ | for any two distinct points
x; yAC: Therefore, C,ð,xACG1ðxÞÞ has size q3jCj; since G has valency q3  1: On
the other hand, jPj ¼ q6: Hence jCjpq3: &
We say that a coclique of G is scattered if its points have mutual distance 3, namely
it is a coclique of Y too. In view of Lemma 2.6, q3 is the maximal size of a scattered
coclique. We call the scattered cocliques of size q3 spread-cocliques. This
terminological choice is motivated by the following (obvious) proposition.
Proposition 2.7. A subset SDP is a spread-coclique if and only if S,fNg; regarded
as a family of planes of the polar space Wð5; qÞ; is a partition of the point-set of
Wð5; qÞ; namely a spread of Wð5; qÞ:
It is known that Wð5; qÞ admits spreads, for any q (Thas [7]; also Shult and Thas
[6, Section 3.1], for more references). Therefore,
Proposition 2.8. Spread-cocliques exist in G:
Lemma 2.9. Let S be a spread-coclique of G and put %S :¼ S,fNg: Then
fSg,fG1ðxÞgxAS is a partition of P and f %Sg,fD1ðxÞgxA %S is a partition of the
point-set of D:
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Proof. Clearly, G1ðxÞ-G1ð yÞ ¼ | for any two distinct points x; yAS: Also,
G1ðxÞ-S ¼ | for xAS: As jG1ðxÞj ¼ q3  1 and jSj ¼ q3; we have
jS,ð,xASG1ðxÞj ¼ q6 ¼ jPj: The ﬁrst claim is proved. The second claim can be
proved in a similar way. &
Corollary 2.10. (1) All spread-cocliques are maximal as cocliques of G:
(2) Every maximal coclique C of G has size jCjXq3; with equality holding only if C is
a spread-coclique.
Proof. Claim (1) immediately follows from Lemma 2.9. We shall prove (2). Let C
be a maximal coclique of G: Then fCg,fG1ðxÞgxAC covers P: Accordingly,
q3jCjXjPj ¼ q6 (recall that G has valency q3  1). Hence jCjXq3: Moreover, jCj ¼
q3 iff q3jCj ¼ q6 ¼ jPj and this happens only if fCg,fG1ðxÞgxAC is a partition of P;
namely C is scattered. &
2.5. An action of P on itself
We recall that the vertex-set SMð3; qÞ of Symð3; qÞ is a six-dimensional GFðqÞ-
vector space. The isomorphism GDSymð3; qÞ allows us to deﬁne a GFðqÞ-vector
space VðPÞ on P; as follows: Chosen an isomorphism j : G-Symð3; qÞ; we take
j1ð0Þ as the null vector of VðPÞ and we put:
x þ y :¼ j1ðjðxÞ þ jð yÞÞ for x; yAP;
tx :¼ j1ðtjðxÞÞ for xAP and tAGFðqÞ:
Thus, for any point aAP; we may deﬁne a translation ta : x-x þ a: Clearly, ta is an
automorphism of both G and Y: For a subset XDP and a point aAP; we denote by
taðX Þ the a-translate of X ; namely taðXÞ ¼ fx þ agxAX :
Lemma 2.11. Given a clique K of Y of size q3 (namely, a grand clique or a clique of
cubic type) and a spread-coclique S of G; put
KS :¼ ftxðKÞgxAS and SK :¼ ftyðSÞgyAK :
Then both KS and SK are partitions of P and every point of P belongs to exactly one
member from each of the families KS and SK :
Proof. For x1; x2AK and y1; y2AS; suppose that x1 þ y1 ¼ x2 þ y2: Then x1  x2 ¼
y2  y1: However, dðx1; x2Þp2 in G whereas, if y1ay2; then y2AG3ð y1Þ: This forces
y1 ¼ y2; whence x1 ¼ x2: &
Lemma 2.12. Every coclique of G contains at most q5 points.
Proof. Let C be a coclique of G and K ; S be as in Lemma 2.11, but with K a grand
clique of Y of type 2 or cubic. So, all cocliques of G contained in K have size at most
q2: Accordingly, jC-txðKÞjpq2 for all xAS: It follows that jCjpq2jSj ¼ q5: &
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2.6. Parallelisms on the set of affine lines
Every afﬁne line l of G is contained in a unique line %l of D: The line %l meets D2ðNÞ
in a unique point lN; which we call the point at infinity of l: We say that two afﬁne
lines l; m are strictly parallel when lN ¼ mN: We will denote strict parallelism by the
symbol p: Note that every class X of p contains q2 afﬁne lines and the join of the
afﬁne lines of X is a grand clique of Y of type 2.
We also consider a laxer notion of parallelism. Note ﬁrst that the every point
pAD2ðNÞ belongs to exactly one quad Qð p;NÞ of D onN: We say that two afﬁne
lines l and m are laxly parallel when QðlN;NÞ ¼ QðmN;NÞ: So, denoting the lax
parallelism by *p; the classes of *p bijectively correspond to the quads of D on N:
Note also that, given a quad Q onN; every point of P is collinear with exactly one
point of Q: Hence every class of *p is a partition of P:
For a classK of *p; we denote byKN the quad onN that corresponds to it and
we callKN the quad at infinity ofK: Clearly,K is the join of q3 classes of the strict
parallelism p; corresponding to the q3 points of KN-D2ðNÞ:
Since in the sequel we will also deal with points of D2ðNÞ; it is convenient
to have a symbol different from B to denote the collinearity relation of D
when at least one of the two collinear points is not in P: We will use the
symbol > to denote this relation. We warn that, if x>y; it is understood
that xay:
We also deﬁne a graph PK on K; by declaring that two afﬁne lines l; mAK are
adjacent in PK when xBy in G for some points xAl and yAm: If l; mAK are
adjacent in PK; then we write lEm:
Lemma 2.13. Given l; mAK; suppose that lEm: Then lN>mN and we have
jG1ðxÞ-mj ¼ 1 for every point xAl:
Proof. As lEm; we have x0By0 for suitable points x0Al and y0Am: Suppose that
lN ¼ mN ¼ p; say. Then fx0; y0; pg; being a clique of D; is contained in a line n of D
and we get l,f pg ¼ n ¼ m,f pg; contrary to the assumption that lam (implicit in
the hypothesis lEm). Therefore, lNamN: If lNmN; then lN has distance 2 in D
from two distinct points of %m ¼ m,fmNg; namely y0 and mN: Hence lN>y for a
point yAm; as D is a near-hexagon. However, if lN>yAm; then l ¼ m; contrary to
our hypotheses. Therefore lN>mN:
We shall now prove that given xAl; we have G1ðxÞ-ma|: We may assume that
xax0 (otherwise, there is nothing to prove). Thus, x has distance 2 in D from two
distinct points of %m; namely y0 and m
N: As D is a near-hexagon x is collinear with a
point yAm:
It remains to prove that jG1ðxÞ-mjp1: Suppose to the contrary that xBy1; y2 for
two distinct points y1; y2Am: Then fx; y1; y2g; being a clique of G; is contained in an
afﬁne line m0: As y1; y2Am-m0; we have m0 ¼ m: Hence xAm: Accordingly, lN and
mN coincide with the unique point of the quad KN collinear with x: Therefore
l ¼ m; contrary to the assumption that lEm: &
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Lemma 2.14. Given l; mAK with lNamN; suppose that lN>mN: Then the p-class of
m contains exactly q lines adjacent with l in PK:
Proof. Let X be the p-class of m: For m0AX; if m0El; then the line m0,fmNg of D
belongs to the quad Q containing the line m,fmNg ofD and the line n ofD through
lN and mN: The quad Q contains q lines through mN different from n: The lemma
follows. &
We may summarize the previous two lemmas in a concise way, but we need some
notation for that. Let PNK be the graph induced by D onK
N-D2ðNÞ; %K be the set
of classes of p contained in K and %PK be the graph induced by PK on %K; where
two classes X;YA %K are adjacent if and only if lEm for suitable afﬁne lines lAX;
mAY: Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14 now imply the following:
Corollary 2.15. The function from K to KN that maps every line lAK onto its point
at infinity lN is a morphism of graphs from PK to PNK and it induces an isomorphism
from %PK to PNK:
Denoting by 0VðPÞ the point of P that plays the role of the null vector in the vector
space VðPÞ deﬁned in Section 2.5, let l0 be the afﬁne line of K that contains 0VðPÞ:
(This afﬁne line exists, as K is a partition of P:)
Lemma 2.16. K ¼ ftxðl0ÞgxAP:
Proof. According to Lemma 2.3(2), the isomorphism j : G-Symð3; qÞ; exploited to
deﬁne the vector space VðPÞ on P; maps l0 onto a clique L0 ¼ ftMgtAGFðqÞ of
Symð3; qÞ; for a suitable matrix MASMð3; qÞ of rank 1 (compare Lemma 2.3(2)).









We may also assume to have chosen a basis U ¼ ðuiÞ6i¼1 of Vð6; qÞ in such a way that
the form associated to Wð5; qÞ is expressed as P3i¼1 ðxiyiþ3  xiþ3yiÞ and PN ¼
/u1; u2; u3S is the plane of Wð5; qÞ corresponding to the pointN of DWð5; qÞ: So,
for a given symmetric matrix A ¼ ðai;jÞ3i;j¼1 and a scalar tAGFðqÞ; the point B ¼
A þ tM of Symð3; qÞ corresponds to the plane PtA ¼ /b1; b2; b3S of Wð5; qÞ; where
b1 ¼ ða1;1 þ tÞu1 þ a1;2u2 þ a1;3u3 þ u4;
b2 ¼ a2;1u1 þ a2;2u2 þ a2;3u3 þ u5;





A is the line LA ¼ /b2; b3S and PNA :¼ /u1; b2; b3S is the unique
plane of Wð5; qÞ on LA that meets the plane PN in a point of Wð5; qÞ: Explicitly,
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PN-PNA ¼ /u1S; which does not depend on the particular choice of the matrix A:
Put QM ¼ /u1S; regarding QM as a quad of DWð5; qÞ: By the above, the quad QM
contains the point at inﬁnity of the afﬁne line fA þ tMgtAGFðqÞ ¼ tAðL0Þ; for every
AASMð3; qÞ: So, ftAðL0ÞgAASMð3;qÞ is the lax parallel class of Symð3; qÞ with QM as
the quad at inﬁnity. &
Corollary 2.17. For xAl0; we have txðlÞ ¼ l for every lAK:
Proof. Let j be the isomorphism from G to Symð3; qÞ exploited in the proof of
Lemma 2.16 and MASMð3; qÞ be as in that proof. So, jðl0Þ ¼ ftMgtAGFðqÞ: By
Lemma 2.16, if lAK then jðlÞ ¼ tAðjðl0ÞÞ for a matrix AASMð3; qÞ: Clearly,
ttMðjðl0ÞÞ ¼ jðl0Þ for every tAGFðqÞ: Hence
ttMðjðlÞÞ ¼ ttMtAðjðl0ÞÞ ¼ tAttMðjðl0ÞÞ ¼ tAðjðl0ÞÞ ¼ jðlÞ:
Accordingly, txðlÞ ¼ l; where x ¼ j1ðtMÞ: &
3. Proof of Theorem 2
We shall prove Theorem 2 by showing that the assumption thatD admits an ovoid
leads to a contradiction. Suppose that D admits an ovoid O: With no loss, we may
assume that NAO: Put O :¼ O-P: The following is straightforward:
Lemma 3.1. We have jOj ¼ q5 þ q3 þ q2 þ 1 and jOj ¼ q5  q4:
Lemma 3.2. (1) jO-Sj ¼ q2  q for every spread-coclique S of G:
(2) jO-K j ¼ q2  q for every clique K of Y of cubic type.
(3) For a grand clique K of Y of type 1, if the pole pK of K belongs to O; then
jO-Kj ¼ 1; otherwise, jO-K j ¼ q2 þ q þ 1:
(4) For a grand clique K of Y of type 2, if the virtual pole pK of K belongs to O, then
O-K ¼ |; otherwise, jO-K j ¼ q2:
Proof. Put %S ¼ S,fNg: By Lemma 2.9, every point of O\ðO- %SÞ is collinear with
exactly one point of %S\ðO- %SÞ: Therefore, if N is the number of pairs ðx; yÞ where
fx; yg is an edge of D; xA %S and yAO; then
ðiÞ N ¼ jO\ðO- %SÞj:
On the other hand, every line of D meets O in exactly one point. So,
ðiiÞ N ¼ j %S\ðO- %SÞjðq2 þ q þ 1Þ:
By comparing (i) with (ii) and recalling that jOj ¼ q5 þ q3 þ q2 þ 1 and j %Sj ¼
q3 þ 1; we obtain the following:
ðiiiÞ jO- %Sj ¼ q2  q þ 1:
However,N is the unique point of O- %S that does not belong to P: Claim (1)
follows.
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Let K be a clique of Y of cubic type and QK be its support. Then O-QK is an
ovoid of QK and, if p is the point of QK collinear with N; exactly q þ 1 points of
O-QK are collinear with p: The remaining q2  q points of O-QK form O-K: So,
claim (2) is proved. Claims (3) and (4) are obvious. &







q6  q5 þ q4:
Lemma 3.3. m ¼ q2  1 2ðq  1Þ=ðq2  q þ 1Þ:
Proof. Given a spread-coclique S0 and a grand or cubic clique K of Y; let SK0 ¼
ftxðS0ÞgxAK ; as in Lemma 2.11. Pick a spread-coclique SASK0 : By Lemma 2.9, every
point xAO\ðO-SÞ is adjacent with exactly one point of S\ðO-SÞ: Moreover,
jS-Oj ¼ q2  q; by Lemma 3.2(1). HenceX
pAS\ðS-OÞ
mp ¼ jO\ðS-OÞj ¼ q5  q4  q2 þ q:
Therefore,
mS ¼
q5  q4  q2 þ q
q3  q2 þ q ¼
q4  q3  q þ 1
q2  q þ 1 ¼ q
2  1 2ðq  1Þ





In particular, mS does not depend on the choice of SAS
K
0 : As S
K
0 is a partition of P;
the lemma follows. &
Now, given a class K of the lax parallelism *p; we put








Let l0 be the afﬁne line of K considered in Lemma 2.16.
Lemma 3.4.
(1) Kþ is the join of q3  q2 grand cliques of Y of type 2, each of which meets O in
exactly q2 points.
(2) ftxðOÞgxAl0 is a partition of Kþ and we have jl-txðOÞj ¼ 1 for every line lAKþ
and every point xAl0:
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(3) K is the join of q2 grand cliques of Y of type 2. Moreover K; regarded as an
induced subgraph of G; is disconnected with q4 connected components. Its connected
components are the affine lines of K:
Proof. Claim (1) and the ﬁrst part of (3) are obvious. The second part of (3) follows
from Corollary 2.15 and the fact that O-KN is an ovoid of the quad KN and
contains the pointN: Claim (2) follows from Corollary 2.17 and the fact thatK is a







Lemma 3.5. ml ¼ q2  1:
Proof. Pick a point p0Al: By Lemma 3.4(3), ðf p0g,G1ð p0ÞÞ-K ¼ l: Therefore, if
m is an afﬁne line through p0 different from l; we have m\f p0gDKþ: This fact and
Lemma 3.4(2) imply that m meets all but one of the translates Ox ¼ txðOÞ of O; for
xAl0: If m-Oxa|; then t1x ðmÞ meets t1x ðOxÞ: Namely, t1x ðmÞ meets O; as O ¼
t1x ðOxÞ: However, t1x stabilizes every line of K; by Corollary 2.17. In particular,





where N is the number of pairs ðOx; mÞ where Ox ¼ txðOÞ for xAl0 and m is an afﬁne
line through p0 with m-Oxa|: On the other hand, as there are q2 þ q lines through
p0 different from l and each of them meets q  1 members of the family fOxgxAl0 ;
(ii) N ¼ ðq2 þ qÞðq  1Þ:
The lemma immediately follows from (i) and (ii). &
Lemma 3.6.
P
pAP\O mpðq2 þ q þ 1 mpÞ ¼ ðq3  1Þðq þ 1Þq5:
Proof. Let N be the number of triples ð p; l; mÞ with pAP\O; l an afﬁne line on p




mpðq2 þ q þ 1 mpÞ:
However, we can also compute N as follows: we ﬁrst pick a line m missing O and
consider
P
pAm mp: By Lemma 3.5, this sum is equal to ðq2  1Þq: The number of
afﬁne lines of G is q6ðq2 þ q þ 1Þ=q ¼ q5ðq2 þ q þ 1Þ: By Lemma 3.1, exactly
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ðq5  q4Þðq2 þ q þ 1Þ of them meet O: So, q4ðq2 þ q þ 1Þ is the number of afﬁne
lines that miss O: Hence
(ii) N ¼ q4ðq2 þ q þ 1Þðq2  1Þq ¼ ðq3  1Þðq þ 1Þq5:
By combining (i) with (ii) we obtain the lemma. &




mp ¼ q8  q7  q5 þ q4 ¼ q4ðq3  1Þðq  1Þ;
(2) X
pAP\O





 q5ðq3  1Þðq þ 1Þ:




m2p ¼ q4ðq3  1Þðq3  q2  q  1Þ:










As jP\Oj ¼ q6  q5 þ q4; (1), (3) and (4) yield the following:
ðq6  q5 þ q4Þq4ðq3  1Þðq3  q2  q  1ÞXq8ðq3  1Þ2ðq  1Þ2;
that is,
(5) ðq2  q þ 1Þðq3  q2  q  1ÞXðq3  1Þðq  1Þ2:
However,
ðq3  q2  q  1Þðq2  q þ 1Þ ¼ q5  2q4 þ q3  q2  1;
ðq3  1Þðq  1Þ2 ¼ q5  2q4 þ q3  q2 þ 2q  1:
Accordingly, (5) is equivalent to the inequality 0X2q: A ﬁnal contradiction has been
reached. &
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